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 marzo 2019 19:55 The goal this week was to capture "The Square" and the well known meeting point at the northern gate of Milan's Duomo. The square has a colorful history which has inspired many artists. The Duomo itself was designed by the architect Filippo Brunelleschi who was influenced by Brunelleschi architecture and the works of Donatello. The structure was originally built in the 14th
century. In the late 19th century it became a major attraction for European tourists. In 1895, the Duomo was named a world heritage site by UNESCO. With a tenderly stroked lens, a real person appears on the frame. With a steady hand we come back to that point in the round where the person is. Then, with the camera back from the person, we aim at the window to be able to shoot. This week's
assignment was to capture "The Square" at the northern gate of the Duomo. At this point I noticed that the spot was very busy. A large crowd of people filled the square and the Duomo's entrance. To capture a good shot, I approached the Duomo from a distance. The building itself is beautiful and has an aura of mystery and majesty. With the Duomo as a starting point, I was eager to explore the

interesting history of the Duomo. The Duomo is a place with a colorful history. The building was designed by the architect Filippo Brunelleschi who was influenced by Brunelleschi architecture and the works of Donatello. The structure was originally built in the 14th century. In the late 19th century it became a major attraction for European tourists. In 1895, the Duomo was named a world heritage
site by UNESCO. The building's façade is designed in a form of gothic and it has many elements with a touch of Arab-Norman style. The Duomo is a round building with three aisles. Above its main entrance is the bronze figure of Santa Maria del Fiore, the patron saint of Florence, and is a symbol of the city. In the late 19th century, the cathedral was known for its architectural details. The first floor

was painted with 18th century frescoes. The pictures represented humanist themes such as "The History of the Earth" and "Temptation and Grace". The Cathedral was also home to paintings by the Renaissance artist 82157476af
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